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The policy context

1998 Asian crisis −→ self-insurance by reserve accumulation

1 global saving glut & lack of safe assets
2 long & on-going policy discussion on global financial safety net
3 gradual change in policy doctrine

(e.g. IMF new institutional view on capital flows management,
March’22)

Important research agenda
I microeconomic impact of reserve accumulation at firm-level?
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Empirical results

Firms invest more when CB actively accumulates more reserves
(robust to many alternative measures and samples)

Even more so during episodes of global risk increase

Results driven by
• countries with fx-peg or capital controls
• financially unconstrained firms
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Capital flows as a confounder?

capital flows in
investment ↗
if fx peg: IRM ↗

I positive co-movement

capital flows out
investment ↘↘
if fx peg: IRM ↘

I stronger positive co-movement

Possible upward bias for β1, β3 in
Investit = · · ·+ β1IRMct + β3IRMct ×∆VIXt + . . .

Can we rule this out?
• IRM has no impact on floating countries
• result still there for IRM purged from NIIP: is it enough?

(result actually stronger: β1 = 0.051 instead of 0.020)
• control for country spread as a proxy of capital flows
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Capital flows as a confounder? (cont’d)

Baseline Controlling for country spread

β1 unchanged, β3 indeed lower

Paper’s interpretation: causal mediation effect
Alternative interpretation: controlling for confounding capital flows
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Ex ante vs ex post CB interventions

Investit = · · ·+ β1IRMct + β3IRMct ×∆VIXt + . . .

ex ante (tranquil times)
IRM ↗ −→ safer environment −→ investment ↗ I β1 > 0

ex post (crisis time, when ∆VIX ↗)
IRM ↘ −→ stabilize financial system −→ investment ↗ I β3 < 0

Evidence in the paper

• IRM does respond negatively to positive ∆VIX shock in VAR

• β3 < 0 when controlling for country spread

Possible way to disentangle both types of interventions
I look separately at IRM > 0 and IRM < 0
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Precautionary or mercantilist channel?

IRM ↗ −→ fx depreciates −→ investment of exporting firms ↗

Evidence in the paper
• result goes away without capital controls
• result still there for IRM purged from PPP factor: is it enough?

Suggestions to distinguish both channels
• measure of currency misalignment
• foreign currency debt: precautionary motive should matter more
• look at sectors:

mercantilist channel likely stronger for tradables
precautionary channel likely stronger for non-tradables
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